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Brief Summary of DRS Use 
Within Baker Library Historical Collections, there are two full-time staff members, Christine Riggle and 
Ben Johnson, depositing into the DRS. Both balance depositing with many other responsibilities. Ben 
said that depositing takes up less than 10% of his time, depending on what projects are going on, and 
Christine said for her, depositing probably takes up even less than that. 
 
The frequency of their reformatting projects depends heavily on priorities and funding, and when they 
happen, Baker Library uses either Imaging Services or third-party vendors. When Imaging Services 
reformats materials, they also do depositing, so the depositing that Christine and Ben take care of are 
typically third-party reformatted materials. When they are responsible for it, they deposit still images, 
PDFs and now audio formats. They plan to deposit disk images in the future as opaque objects as well. 
Their batch sizes range anywhere from one object to hundreds, again depending on the project.   
 
In November, during the first interview, they had not yet been migrated from the old DRS, but as of 
early April of 2016, they were approved to begin depositing into the DRS2. They do all of their 
depositing through the BatchBuilder GUI, and they do not employ any special scripts to facilitate 
depositing, though they mentioned having scripts would probably help a lot. 
 
Current Workflow Example for Audio Materials 
The following workflow is what Ben has developed for an oral history project they have been depositing. 

• Some of the oral history audio has two .wav master from one exterior microphone and one 
interior microphone. Ben uses Audacity to create a production master in a .wav format from 
these two. 

• Then an .mp3 deliverable is derived from the master, so that four formats will be deposited: two 
original .wav archival masters, a .wav production master, and an .mp3 deliverable. 

• They name all of their deposited files consistent with HOLLIS numbers, with other information 
denoting type of deposit and number, for example: 183645_DA_0001. 

• Ben opens the BatchBuilder application, and he first deposits a PDF waiver form. 
• Then he does another deposit for the four audio files. He uses Windows Explorer to transfer the 

files, and then he FTPs the upload. 
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• When they get the URN reports back, they often convert them into Excel spreadsheets for ease 
of use, populating many systems such as SharedShelf, HOLLIS, etc. They use Link-o-matic to 
populate finding aids. 

 
Inventory of Tools/Systems 

• Windows Explorer 
• Excel 
• BatchBuilder 
• WebAdmin 
• Audacity 
• Link-o-matic 
• HOLLIS, VIA, SharedShelf, etc. 

 
Summary of Primary Challenges and Desired Aspects 
Both Christine and Ben have experienced many challenges with depositing, mostly associated with the 
BatchBuilder interface. When creating templates for a project, they said navigating the multitude of 
fields across three tabs is cumbersome and confusing. They sometimes are not sure what certain fields 
are even useful for or if they are ever used by anyone, and they said scrolling through so many fields 
sometimes means they forget some of them. When they forget to fill out a necessary field, they are not 
aware until they have gone through much of the deposit process and receive an error message. They 
suggested running statistics on some of the fields to see how often they are even used, as a way to 
possibly eliminate irrelevant ones to pare down the overwhelming choices. 
 
They said that it would be nice to have more automation, such as when you log into Aleph and have a 
profile set up already. They said they would love to log in and have everything already filled in – 
templates, billing codes, etc. – and then be able to drag-and-drop the files into place. Christine said even 
having relevant fields appear for specific deposits would be helpful, for example if she wanted to deposit 
a still image, all the necessary fields would appear and unnecessary ones would be grayed out. Ben said 
he had reservations about the idea of moving the application to a web-based platform, citing 
SharedShelf as an example of a system that is very slow because it is web-based. He thought 
maintaining it as a desktop application would be better. 
 
Both Christine and Ben also had concerns revolving around documentation, in different veins. Ben said 
that three weeks prior, when he was trying to navigate depositing an audio format, he had a very 
difficult time filtering through the documentation and DRS-specific language to understand how to 
associate objects (e.g. connecting the PDF waiver form mentioned in the workflow to the audio 
formats). After much time and conversation with colleagues, he finally figured it out, but he did not feel 
like it was clear or intuitive and took too long. Related to documentation and transparency, Christine 
was also recently looking at some PDS documents and when they would not render and she contacted 
LTS, she was only then told about some migration issues. She felt that as the DRS contact for these 
objects, there should be more clear communication ahead of time regarding migration methods and 
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timing. She would like to see better notifications, through a listserv or a place with updates, with this 
kind of relevant information.  
 
Finally, Ben mentioned that the BatchBuilder interface was simply not nice looking. He said this was 
perhaps a small concern, but a notable one nonetheless, aesthetics being integral to the user 
experience. He thought there was too much wasted space, and it could be updated to look more 
current. 
 


